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Together
WE MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR YOU

Connect - stands for the best  

from both worlds.

Jung Pumpen and Dallmer - two 

premium brands connect reliable 

technology with high-quality de-

sign. The combination guarantees 

our customers durable products, 

exceptional shower areas, reliable 

service offerings and spare parts 

supply.

EXISTING BATHROOMS. WITH FLOOR DRAINAGE PUMPS!

In old and existing buildings, shower trays were usually installed 

at a higher level to dispose of the shower water with a slope.

Wastewater pipes plastered in the wall often convey wastewa-

ter from various drainage objects (shower, washbasin, toilet, 

etc.).  

 

This is a problem that arises during renovation: How do you 

dispose water from floor-level showers in the existing waste-

water pipe, which is usually 15-20 cm above the newly installed 

shower drain? 

The Plancofix Connect provides the answer. It collects the was-

tewater and reliably conveys it into the existing pipe. With an 

installation height of only 7.5 cm, it is extremely flat and, thanks 

to sound-absorbing components, quiet.  

 

Thanks to the cooperation with Dallmer, architects and pro-

perty owners can now also meet their high design standards. 

The new Cera Connect series from Dallmer offers 12 different 

shower drain designs in terms of design and drain geometry, 

which can be optimally combined with the pump housing from 

Jung Pumpen. 

time 
for

changeJung Pumpen
Jung Pumpen has been developing 

products for reliable wastewater dis-

posal for almost 100 years. Quality and 

„Made in Germany“ always come first. 

Of course, this standard also flows into 

the Plancofix Connect floor drain pump, 

with which you can renovate existing 

bathrooms without barriers and do so at 

a very high level, both technically and in 

terms of design. 

 

The Plancofix Connect is the heart of 

the new drain pump and, hidden in the 

floor structure, forms the basis for the 

disposal of the shower water into a 

higher-level wastewater pipe.

Dallmer
Innovative sanitary technology that 

combines functionality and good design 

- that is the idea behind all Dallmer pro-

duct developments. Numerous design 

awards confirm the success of this idea. 

 

The family-owned company is parti-

cularly proud of its shower channels, 

which not only set technical standards 

but also regularly receive design 

awards.  

 

To accompany the new drain pump, Dall-

mer contributes modern shower drains 

in different versions - CeraWall Connect, 

CeraFloor Connect, CeraFrame Connect 

- in high-quality materials.  In other 

words, ideal conditions for creating new 

bathroom worlds. 

Inaccessible for conventional shower drains Problem solver: Plancofix Connect

Shower drains and covers:
Dallmer

Pump and sealing collar: 
Jung Pumpen

Barrier-free in



IS THE PLANCOFIX CONNECT
Proven technology that you can‘t 

see. Well hidden in the floor  

of the shower, the Plancofix 

Connect does its job with absolute 

reliability. 

All the experience gained from 

Jung Pumpen‘s floor drain pumps 

has been incorporated and made 

the Plancofix Connect even easier 

to install and user-friendly.  

The heart of the shower

Reliable float switch

Clamping wedge

Pump hydraulics

Foam tray for very 
quiet operation

Soundproofed  
adjustable feet for  
simple height 
adjustment

Cover to the motor 
compartment

Protective seal for 
Sealing collar

Magnetic swing type 
check valve ¬

¬¬¬

¬

¬

¬¬

Plus: Small.
The Plancofix Connect is the lowest of the Jung Pump floor 

drain pumps. With a height of only 7.5 cm, the Plancofix 

Connect also fits into old buildings with low floor construction 

heights. The height-adjustable feet allow it to be lowered preci-

sely and horizontally. 

Plus: Synchronous motor
Since the built-in synchronous motor permanently changes 

the direction of rotation, long hairs cannot get tangled in the 

impeller. They are reliably disposed of by the hydraulics.

Plus: Quiet operation.
The noise of the Plancofix Connect during shower operation is 

very quiet at 27 dB (A) and fulfils the sound insulation require-

ments of DIN 4109, making it suitable for apartment buildings.

Plus: Standard-compliant.
Load class 3 - this means that your shower can also be acces-

sed by a wheelchair. 

With water impact class W 3-1 and crack class R 3-1, the sealing 

fleece complies with DIN 18534 and thus reliably protects 

against leaks.

And a few more pluses:
+ VDE approval 

+ Level control via float 

+ Easy to clean due to good access 

+ Rubber feet and foam tray for noise reduction

A glance inside:
Jung Pumpen has placed great emp-

hasis on reliability, safety and easy 

accessibility.  Cleaning and maintaining 

the floor drain is thus child‘s play.  

 

After removing the red clamping wedge, 

the pump hydraulics can be easily clea-

ned. The pump is started by a mainte-

nance-free float.

Performances:

Technical Data:
Weight 3.5 kg

DN 25

Dimensions H x W x D 50 x 25 x 7,5 cm

P1 30 W

Voltage 1/N/PE-230 V

Volume 27 dB (A)

H max 1.0 m

Q max 23 l/min

Delivery head H (m) 0.4 0.6

Delivery rate Q (l/min) 23.0 19.0

7.5 cm Installation depth

H = 
Delivery Head

Height/range diagram

be 
safe!



COMPOSE YOUR OWN DESIGN
Various design options

Three versions of the shower channel:

Frame

Floor

Wall

Example rose gold

CeraFloor Connect
The CeraFloor Connect is suitable both 

for installation in the shower floor and 

for installation close to the wall - de-

pending on the shower area. Integrated 

slope in the channels guides the water 

to the drain.

Freely adjustable, lengths 800-1500 

mm.

CeraWall Connect
The CeraWall Connect is installed 

directly along the wall without a gap and 

is visually well integrated. A clear right-

angled edge of the shower channel 

visually connects the floor to the wall. 

The integrated slope reliably guides the 

water to the drain opening. 

Freely adjustable, lengths 800-1500 

mm.

CeraFrame Connect
The CeraFrame Connect is a short 

channel that is installed in the middle of 

the shower floor. The all-round tiling is 

created with a slight slope to guide the 

water into the channel.

All components (here in rose gold): from left to right, tileable cover, solid cover, floor, frame and wall.

Four colours:

Stainless steel matt
Both the solid material cover 

and the optional tileable 

cover as well as the shower 

channels are made of matt, 

solid stainless steel in the 

basic version.

Black matt Rose gold matt Brass matt 

If you prefer a look other than stainless steel, you can choose the matt black, matt rose gold or 

matt brass versions. For this, the stainless steel is given a very fine layer of PVD. PVD contains no 

toxic or environmentally harmful substances, looks metallic and natural and is just as corrosion-

resistant as the stainless steel core.

Each of the three versions  

is available in four different co-

lours. As a design extra, there is 

also the option,  

the tileable cover with your own 

bathroom tiles. 

Combine and compose your very 

own style!

create 
your 
home

The drain containers shown here 

are Dallmer products that have been 

specially developed for the Plancofix 

Connect. These can be purchased 

separately from the sanitary wholesaler.
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Plancofix Connect 
(Jung Pumpen)    
Mat. Nr. JP50319

CeraFrame Connect (Dallmer)

Your own combination
Combine the heart of the sys-

tem, the Plancofix Connect 

from Jung Pumpen, with one 

of the three drainage systems 

from Dallmer - CeraWall 

Connect, CeraFrame Connect 

or CeraFloor Connect. The scope of 

supply of the Connect shower channels 

just 
connect

always includes the tileable co-

ver. If you do not want tiling, 

choose one of the „Connect 

Design“ covers made entirely 

of metal. These are available 

as accessories. All elements 

can be easily ordered by the installer 

from the wholesaler.

Accessories full material cover:
 Cover stainless steel matt Mat. No. 527691
 Cover black matt Mat. No. 527707
 Cover rose gold matt Mat. No. 527714
 Cover brass matt Mat. No. 527721

Drain with tileable cover:
 Stainless steel matt Mat. No. 527530
 Black matt Mat. No. 527547
 Rose gold matt Mat. No. 527554
 Brass matt Mat. No. 527561

Accessories full material cover:
 Cover stainless steel matt Mat. No. 527615
 Cover black matt Mat. No. 527622
 Cover rose gold matt Mat. No. 527639
 Cover brass matt Mat. No. 527646

Drain with tileable cover:
 Stainless Steel matt Mat. No. 527455
 Black matt Mat. No. 527462
 Rose gold matt Mat. No. 527479
 Brass matt Mat. No. 527486

CeraFloor Connect (Dallmer)

Accessories full material cover:
 Cover stainless steel matt Mat. No. 527691
 Cover black matt Mat. No. 527707
 Cover rose gold matt Mat. No. 527714
 Cover brass matt Mat. No. 527721

Drain with tileable cover:
 Stainless steel matt Mat. No. 527493
 Black matt Mat. No. 527509
 Rose gold matt Mat. No. 527516
 Brass matt Mat. No. 527523

CeraWall Connect (Dallmer)


